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This text refers to question: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
The “truth” about advertising

1.    Do you believe everything that you see or read in advertisements?  Advertisers are not allowed to lie,
but they do not always tell the truth.  Does this sound strange?  Imagine that you want to go to a party. 
You say to your mother, “If Father says it’s okay, can I go to Lerato’s party?”  Mother says that it is fine, so
you go to your father and say, “Mother says it’s okay for me to go to Lerato’s party.”  Father replies that it
is fine with him.  You haven’t told a lie, but you haven’t told the truth, either.  This is what advertisers do.

2.    Think of any advertisement for painkillers.  Most of them have a picture of a man in a white coat
pretending to be a doctor.  You are supposed to believe that a doctor is telling you to buy these tablets. 
But the man in the picture is not a doctor!  Some advertisements will claim that the tablets are
“recommended by more doctors”.  More doctors than what?  Plumbers? Hawkers?  The advertisement
does not say.

3.    As soon as we get used to a product, the manufacturers change it to make sure that we carry on
buying it.  They call it “new”, “improved”, or “better”.  Maybe all that is new is the shape of the box or the
colour of the label.  There is no proof that what is inside is new or better, but many of us want to believe
that it is.

4.    Nobody advertises soap that “cleans your body”.  Instead they try to sell us “beauty”, “softness” or
“moisturising richness”.  And you’ll never see an ugly old man in an advertisement for deodorant.  What
you’ll see is a slim, sexy young man with an expensive car and beautiful women.  Why?  So that you’ll
believe that the deodorant will make you rich and sexy like the man in the picture.  No one will buy a
product that might make them fat, ugly or old.

5.    Next time you see or hear an advertisement, think carefully.  What is it trying to make you believe? 
Are you going to believe it?  Or would you rather believe the truth?

Question 1: Please Fill In The Blanks 6 marks
Fill in suitable adjectives:
(1) children buy (2) products that they see in the (3) magazines.

Possible Answers: brand-named | most | ugly | latest | old | torn

1 2

3
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Question 2: Multiple Choice 4 marks
The next time you see an advert, what question should you ask yourself?

A Do I like this advert?

B Has the advertiser caught my attention?

C What is the advertisement trying to make me believe?

D Where should I buy this product?

Question 3: True/False 2 marks
People will buy a product if it makes them look sexy and successful.

TRUE FALSE

Question 4: Multiple Choice 4 marks
Why are beautiful, sexy people used in advertisements?

A No one will buy a product that might make them look fat, ugly or old.

B The world only consists of beautiful, sexy people.

C Advertising is in a world of its own, where only successful people are used.

D All of the above.

Question 5: Text Input 3 marks
Are the following sentences facts or opinions?
Chocolate is made from cocoa beans.
Advertisers are not allowed to lie.
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Question 6: Text Input 3 marks
“It's" is a contraction for ... .

Question 7: Text Input 3 marks
What is the synonym (in the article) for the word “pill" ?

Question 8: Please Fill In The Blanks 4 marks
Complete the sentence with the correct articles:
(1) slogan is an easy phrase to remember in (2) advertisement.

Possible Answers: The | A | an | am

1 2

Question 9: Multiple Choice 4 marks
The word advert is an abbreviation for ... .

A advertisement

B advertly

C adverise

D advertiser

Question 10: Multiple Choice 4 marks
What does deodorant really do?

A If you wear deodorant, you will become very successful.

B Deodorant will make you rich and sexy like the model in the advert.

C Deodorant is used to prevent body odour.

D Deodorant keeps you clean.
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Total: 37 Marks
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